INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, single facility location on networks (see Handler and Mirchandani [4] , Tansel, Francis and Lowe [11] , [12] , Hansen, Labbé, Peeters and Thisse [5] , Brandeau and Chiu [2] for surveys) has been concerned with measures of efficiency (e. g. sum of distances to ail vertices) or of effectiveness (e. g. maximum distance to any user). More recently, increasing attention has been given to equity aspects of location. This gives rise to several new location problems, in which an equity criterion based on the dispersion of the distribution of distances from the facility to ail users is maximized or minimized. Halpern and Maimon [3] consider the following two criteria: (i) minimize the variance of the distribution of distances, (ii) maximize the Lorenz measure of the distribution of distances. They compare location on trees according to these criteria with location at the médian or the center. Maimon [9, 10] proposes an O(n) algorithm to minimize the variance and an O (n 3 log n) algorithm to maximize the Lorenz measure on a tree network with n vertices. Kincaid and Maimon [7, 8] study variance minimization problems in triangular and in 3-cactus graphs. Hansen and Zheng [6] present O(n 2 \ogri) and O(mn 2 logn) algorithms for maximizing the Lorenz measure on trees and on gênerai networks respectively. In this note, we consider variance minimization for gênerai networks and obtain an O (mnlogn) algorithm; this complexity of course reduces to O (n 2 log n) for the case of planar networks, which is frequent in practice.
We fîrst recall définitions and introducé notation, following [1] , [6] and [9] . A topological arc is the image of interval [0, 1] by a continuous mapping ƒ from [0, 1] to R 3 such that ƒ (0) ^ƒ (9') for any 9^0' in [0, 1]; a rectifiable arc is a topological arc of well-defined length. A network is then defined as a subset TV of R 3 which satisfies the following conditions: (i) N is the union of a finite number of rectifiable arcs; (ii) any two arcs intersect at most at their extremities; (iii) N is connected. A tree is a network without closed curve.
The set of vertices of the network consists of the extremities of the arcs defîning N, and is denoted by V= { v l9 . . ., v n }. We use E to dénote the set of arcs defîning JV, and assume |i£| = 7w. Let s be a vertex of N, [u, v] be an arc of N and x be a variable point along [u, v] . We assume that x also dénotes the length of the subarc In the next Section, we investigate some basic properties of the variance measure for gênerai networks. An O(mn\ogri) algorithm to détermine a minimum variance point for a gênerai network is given in Section 3.
PROPERTIES OF THE VARIANCE MEASURE
For xe [u, v] , let
The following properties easily follow from the above définitions: (i= 1, 2, . . ., k) . The propositions and theorems obtained below are true for any arc of N.
The following four propositions and their corollaries are easy and given without proof; they are proved in [6] . PROPOSITION 
2.1: Let x be an interior point of arc [w, V] of N. Then x is a bottleneck point if and only if there is a vertex te V such that x COROLLARY 2.1: Let x be an interior point of arc [M, V] of N, Then x is a bottleneck point if and only ifB(x; [w, v]

COROLLARY 2.2: If x is a bottleneck point of[u, v], then B(x; [u, v]) is the set ofvertices relative to x.
Since 
M, v])w(V(u; x)) + (w(V(u; x))~w(V(u; x)))x. (1)
we need to know how V(u; x) changes when x moves along [u, v] . The following propositions describe this. PROPOSITION 
2.2: For xel t (l^i^k), V(u; x) is unchanged.
c V(u; I k ).
As z m (x) is continuous for xe [u, v] , from (1) and Proposition 2.2, we have So z m (x) is a piecewise linear function for xe [u, v] . We may therefore express the variance measure as follows.
Then, using
and the expression of b t , we expand and simplify (3) as follows:
where
e,.= X w(/)rf(/, w)
fori=l, 2, ...,*:. Let
It follows from (5)- (9) 9 and g i - 1 . Indeed updating leads to an algorithm with lower complexity than if each ï t is considered repeatedly. PROPOSITION 2.7: [u, v] )), and (Xi-u [u, v] ), we can obtain (i) -(iv) easily. D
Proof -From Proposition 2.4, V(u; I t )= V(u\ I t -X )-B(x^u [u, v\) and V(u; I t )= V(u; I^J \JB
ALGORITHM
Before giving the main algorithm, we fîrst do some preliminary calculations.
(1) Calculate the distance matrix D (d(u, v) )for ail pairs ofvertices of N.
(2) Rank the bottleneck points of each arc [u, v] These opérations can be done in O(mn\ogri) time, using n times Dijkstra's algorithm with a heap structure to store temporary labels, and m times Heapsort to rank the bottleneck points. Since the preliminary calculations take OQnnlogri) time, MVP détermines a minimum variance point in O (mn log ri) time.
